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ABSTRACT 
 
 Meeting plays a vital role in every organization and business corporate; some important 
business strategies are discussed in meeting. Every company and organization conducts 
meetings regularly. The participants attend meeting apart from busy schedules like work in an 
office or even a business establishment. These sessions are deemed important because it is 
through these gatherings that essential organizational issues and many predetermined topics 
are brought to the table and discussed by every participant involved. Some time it is useless 
for organization, if the agenda is not planned and irrelevant. To improve the productivity in a 
meeting participants use the android device to poll for meeting agenda and the personnel 
computer is used by system administrator to coordinate the activities, where they schedule 
meeting, calculations of poll and send the notifications. To make the system more scalable 
and flexible database is hosted in cloud. This cloud and mobile applications will make full use 
of present web technologies. The proposed methodology saves time in the meeting alongside 
making the meeting participation more effective. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s meeting is a critical in every organization and corporate. The meetings don’t 
favourism in all level of organization. But they have lack of time, lack of interest, ignorance 
due to the desolation among the participants towards the meeting ineffective [2]. The recent 
chart also improves the productivity of the effective meeting. They have many web 
technologies is developed make as proceedings the more delight. To store travelling the 
earthly landmass to makes the meeting more available the virtual meetings were brought to 
the company’s script [3]. Thus the meeting became easier &simple. The arrival of the real 
meetings the organization mainly focus the developing of the tools to support the meeting by 
the enhancing features mobility, security and the productivity and the sudden development 
changes in the globalization areas is also called reason for lead the development of enhancing 
features. The feature is mainly focused to the while creating a tool was mobility. The mobility 
meetings are successfully installing in the online session. The sessions are deployed in online, 
the personal computer or mobile with an easy graphical user interface and the productivity is 
response among the participants is increased [1]. The participants are able to cast their 
opinions in privacy and the openness and without any difficulty to others. To make easy 
physical meeting, the proposed system use the open source, web and mobile technologies. 
The solution of proposed system is, they act two main actors the participants who vote for the 
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content using the android application developed, and the administrator creates and maintains 
the meetings. For both actors the data for the meeting are hosted in cloud database. 
 
 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The proposed system is based on the web and mobile networking. To facilitate and to make 
the meetings more effective by voting using the available web and mobile technologies. The 
mobility and the privacy are considered as main element to delight the aim. In order to delight 
the mobility element the data warehousing was done using a third party cloud agent. This 
classified under as a software services .In the proposed methodology there two major actors 
the administrator & user .the administrator has been developed by MY SQL& PHP .The 
administrator has approach the system from a personal computer and also process a web 
portal with user friendly integrate to place the meetings are all related to the information in 
online. The user will use the android application from the mobile devices .where he will be 
able to poll for the meetings. The applications for the users are develop using web view. In 
android application is where they need to delivered the web content in the inside application 
to the web characteristic is used. Using the help of the web tool rendering engine, the html 
code is supported the web content is displayed and made functions in web view. 
 
 

 

Fig 1: Architecture for Meeting Management over Cloud 

                              
Fig2: Mobile Interface for the User 
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It can be seen in the figure 1.the two main actors in the user and the administrator there in a three 
features which is same to both actors. First the HTTP POST (Hyper text transfer protocol post) 
the protocol is used to transfer data sent or received in online. Second the data warehousing, to 
make it more to avoid the loss of data and the data storage is done in the database. Which is 
available in cloud? The database providing a third party called http://xeround.com.The data is 
flexible has become better after the data is been ware housed to cloud. Due to the Improved 
flexible the data is available same in the time of failure. The data compiling can also be done 
without any difficulties since the cloud has support for all the recognized the MYSQL engines 
INNODB, MV1SAM, ARCHIVE and BLACKHOLE. There is also another advantage, the data 
scalability is insured, where the resources are allocated to the associations per they need, thirdly 
interface gateway, for the user and the administrator where both of them having a own graphical 
user interfaces in their own functions. 
 
As already known the administrator will be using the system from the pc in the administrator 
own web portal. The admin has three main tasks system authentication, meeting management 
and poll management. First order to access the two functions the admin will have to get 
authenticated. The admin will hold his unique id and code where these parameters will be stored 
in the database. When the administrator to access the portal, unique id and the code should be 
provided which in turn will be calculated to the values present in the database. For the reasons of 
security, the provided a same code is converted to MD5 (message digest) encrypted text and then 
it is calculated. After successful authentication the administrator will have admittance to the 
meeting management and poll management. In meeting management the administrator they will 
able to generate, remove, search, and change the meeting and their related information’s such as 
content. All the mentioned functions are done using the traditional method. The meetings are 
conduct with the values of name, location, date& time and these values are stored in the 
database. In that same time the content are also created by referencing the meeting name & date. 
The changes and the removal of the meetings or content are performed upon their parameter 
using their primary key value and search as the administrator enters a keyword is compare with 
the value in database using the SQL keyword % LIKE % and the corresponding values are 
according to the meeting & agendas are retrieved. All the mentioned functionalities are 
performed using PHP & MY SQL. In the poll management and the statistics are calculated 
according to the voting values obtained on the meeting from the content’s based on the like & 
dislike results are received  by the using of SQL & Mathematical Formulas. 
 
The user has possessed to android mobile & installs the application to use the system. The usage 
of user is to vote for the meetings on their content by expressing like & dislike utilizing the 
mobile. As mentioned the user interface develop the web view. The user system can be dividing 
into three major tasks. First the Google open Id authentication, the user just needs a Google id 
access the system. The open id authentication is standard where the user’s gets authenticated to 
the requested web page presents in another website by decentralized manner after registration is 
complete with the provider. Once the user enters in Google username & password is verified in 
the Google server and he redirected to the meeting if the meeting is pass below the validation 
conditions. The avoid counterfeit vote for each meeting is on present date, second the meetings 
can be polled only one time mobile & user. The validation can be shown below. 
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Step1: start 
 
Step 2: m be the meeting name, ci be the client ip, u be the user vote, and d be the date  
 
Step 3: if m= true AND ci =true 
  
      Not allow to vote 
 
Step 4: Else if m= true AND u=true 
 
            Not allow to vote 
 
Step 5: Else if m=true AND d=false 
  
                Not allow to vote 
 
Step 6: Else 
 
            Allow to vote 
 
Step 7: stop 
  
The validations can be checked by Boolean character & logical operator (AND), it is a three step 
process in all steps the meeting are conditioned to true and the other parameter conditions are 
changed. first the meetings and the client ip conditions are to true and its calculated to the value 
present in the database, if there exists similar value then the user is redirected back to the 
meeting selection phase, second the meeting and username is kept true and then it is equated to 
the values present in the database, if there exits values recharge back. Finally when the meeting 
is conditioned to true and the date is false when the selected meeting is no scheduled in present 
date then the users is recharge back to the meeting selection page. If the user has passé the 
validations scheduled then the content corresponding to the meeting are displayed besides with 
the like & dislikes. Now the user can vote for the according his choice, where they voted values, 
along with the values of the user name and the client ip. 
 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS 

In order to know the overall reception on the meetings and the individual response on the content 
the statistics are calculated on each meeting and the content’s using SQL queries and 
mathematical formulas. The expressions can be shown below. 
                                    

Total Number of Likes
Percentage of Likes for a Meeting %

(( Total Number Users Voted)*( Total Number of agendas))
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑
∑ ∑

 

Total Number of Dislikes
Percentage of Dislikes for a Meeting %

(( Total Number Users Voted)*( Total Number of agendas))
⎡ ⎤

=⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑
∑ ∑
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The above formula is catching the response in a meeting, first the summation of the total no of 
likes & dislikes are acquired. The acquired value is dividing with the product of the total number 
of the user’s poll the total number content. The formula to acquire the response statistics for each 
content present in meeting is given below. 
 

Total Number of Likes
Percentage of Likes for an Agenda %

(( Total Number Users Voted)*( The Current Agenda))
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑
∑ ∑

. 

Total Number of Dislikes
Percentage of Dislikes for an Agenda %

(( Total Number Users Voted)*( The Current Agenda))
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑
∑ ∑

 

The formula is same to the both process the main change here is that data required for the 
calculations is taken corresponding to the contents. 
 
REULTS 

To see the use of proposed methodology it has been too tested on the actual meetings but the 
vote responses for a meeting. They calculated a using a set of simulated data imputed can be seen 
in below, With his sample testing of the users able to give the polls with free thinking. 
 
 

 
Fig3. Overall response for a meeting 

 
This figure3 shows a number person gives a like & dislikes for meetings. Totally 50 users are 
voted. The total percentage of likes is 61% & dislikes is 39%.next graph shows as a response 
divided as per content. 
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Fig 4. Response for a meeting as per Agenda 

This figure4 shows a 50 user’s data has been displayed according to the content present in the 
meeting and the statistics calculated has been shown in above graph .Agenda 1 likes percentage 
is 92% dislikes is 8% ,agenda 2 likes percentage is 62 % & dislikes is 38% ,agenda 3 likes 
percentage is 34 &dislikes is 66 % and agenda 4 likes percentage is 56% & dislikes is 44%. 
 

 
Fig 5. Response for a meeting corresponding to the Number of Users 

This figure5 has been generate the sample data from 50 users and has been displayed according 
to the number of users are voted. when the number of users 10 the percentage of likes is 52% & 
dislikes is 48%,no users 20 the percentage of likes is 38%& dislikes is 62%,no of users 30 the 
percentage of likes is 44%& dislikes is 56%,no of users 40 the percentage of like is 93 % & 
dislikes is 7 %,no users 50 the percentage of likes is 61% &dislikes is 39%. 

 

  No of Users: 100 Sample Meeting 1 
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CONCLUSION 
The meetings are proved to be most happening and essential in an organization. The people 
colors are different in these meetings. the participants are subjected to certain domination 
sometimes. Or, the participants may also feel unsure about the outcome. In order to avoid this 
in the proposed system the participants of the meetings will be able to poll for the meetings and 
their agendas frankly with an open mind. 
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